
 
 
 

[INSTRUCTION	  MANUAL	  ]	  
This	  document	  is	  intended	  to	  give	  basic	  information	  as	  to	  the	  setup,	  location,	  troubleshooting,	  and	  
maintenance	  of	  your	  very	  own	  Beepod.	  	  
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Setup	  Instructions: 
 
Thank you for purchasing a Beepod and helping to bee the change you seek in the world. 
Thanks from us and thanks from the bees. 
 

 

Background/History:	  
The Beepod is the culmination of many years of beekeeping 
experience and education, combined with sophisticated 
technology and thoughtful observation. We've designed a 
beehive that is safer, simpler, and easier on both you and the 
bees than any “traditional” stacked-box design. You'll discover 
there are fewer bees in the air during inspections and the hive 

will be much more welcoming to inquiring minds of all ages.  
 
Rudolph Steiner spoke often of the importance of bees. He said that bees represented man's 
best way to study the intricacies of the cosmos. In ancient Greece, Aristotle and Plato discerned 
the origins of modern civilization from looking inside a beehive. So, welcome, we hope you join 
our community and cross-pollinate what you learn and observe with others. Please login to 
http://wwww.beepods.com once you're approved, you can add comments in forums, blogs and 
questionnaires. 
 
So whether you're unpacking a box that just arrived at your door, or you just picked up a Beepod 
and now have it in your backyard, we hope you enjoy as much as we have this beautiful 
connection to the bees. 
 
Before you get started, here's some background. Your Beepod was designed, manufactured, 
and built in Wisconsin, USA. We've sourced sustainably harvested pine, the lumber is milled 
and machined in a town just west of Milwaukee, and we oversee the wood treatment part 
assembly and assembly process right here at Sweetwater Organics where Beepods is located. 
 
Your Beepod was designed with several patent-pending innovations and many other specialty 
features that make it one of the best Top Bar Hives in the industry. Once you've had a chance to 
examine it up close you see why it’s considered by many a work of art. 
 
Our vented top bar hive design is a first in the industry and allows for much greater success 
over the winter season. After all, in the coldest winter, its ventilation, not insulation, that assures 
your bee's survival. In winter, bees cluster around the queen and shiver to create heat with 
friction to heat the honey They must keep her at 92ºF all winter long, and have no trouble 
making heat. Like us, bees’ respiration increases with increased effort and like us, increased 
respiration means increased moisture. But unlike us, bees don't have towels. So, adding 
ventilation in the top and bottom of the inner chamber, gives bees the ability to direct airflow to 
keep them dry.  
 
The Top Bars are the most important part of the Beepod. They are precision-machined with 
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finger tip grabs, self-centering holds, beeswax-dipped tips that tell the bees where to start 
drawing wax comb, and the thin venting grooves. The grooves allow for Bee Bumping or a safer 
way to close bars up with bees, but also makes for easy Propolis gathering and allows for a 
gentler way to move bees when closing up the inner chamber. 
 
Beepods have a novel Sliding Ventboard system at the bottom of the cradle consisting of two 
thin panels that allows you to regulate openings that control the amount of airflow into the hive. 
Simply reaching underneath the Beepod and sliding the vents let you go from sealed to 50% 
open and all points in between. For really hot spells (over 80ºF at night) you can simply slide the 
vent board out completely to expose the screened bottom board entirely. 
 
The Sliding Screen Bottom Board allows for ventilation but also as a means to reduce Mite 
infestation as bees pick the parasite off each other’s backs. The mites fall through the screening 
and are less likely to jump on another bee. 
 
In addition to the venting, we've designed a Feeder Bar system for feeding the bees sugar 
syrup and water while inside the Beepod. In spring and fall, when the flowers are in short 
supply, you can supplement the bees’ food with a sugar-water syrup solution. Sugar-water helps 
sustain them, and an increased ratio of sugar to water ration even helps increase wax 
production as they are first building their wax comb home. During the hot summer, you can put 
plain water closer to the bees as well. 
 
The Lid is concave and vented to create a vapor barrier protecting the Inner Chamber and 
colony from harsh exterior elements like hot sunlight or snow. During winter, you can place two 
nylon stockings filled with sawdust to wick moisture from the vent bars. The stockings will fit 
nicely on the top bars between the ribs of the Lid.  
 
We've sourced an amazing single-application organic wood treatment that comes from an old 
recipe handed down by a Swedish family living in Alberta, Canada. All the critical wood pieces 
have been soaked in 'Eco-wood,' a natural non-toxic water-soluble solution that permeates the 
wood fiber, causing it to remain strong while the wood grows silver and grey. Of course, you can 
elect to paint or stain the wood too.  
 
Take a close look at the attention to detail we extended to the construction and aesthetic. 
Sophisticated computer-driven router tables machined Beepods with precision accuracy. We 
used superior quality fasteners and hardware that will stand the test of time—and we had fun. In 
fact, if you look closely at the ends of the Beepod, you'll notice it’s designed in the shape of 
bees head—with the three white lid vents representing the important Osillia eyes bees use to 
find home. 
 
Once you've removed and unpackaged the parts we've included, check the parts list in the 
assembly manual to bee sure you have everything. Then just peel back the protective plastic 
sheeting from the windows and lid cover. We've provided the following pieces:  

• 32 Top Bars 
• 10 Spacer Bars 
• The Feeder and Follower Boards.  

If your Beepod came in a box, you'll also see the following   
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• A package of 4 legs  
• 12 additional brass bolts in the plastic bag  
• 9 Plugs 
• 3 Stoppers  
• 4 mm Allen Tool.  

The Plugs are to close off three of the four entrance sides. You'll notice there are three holes 
drilled into each side of the cradle. Once you select which way you'd like your bees to enter and 
exit the Beepod, you'll place the corks in the other three sets of holes. The stoppers are used to 
plug the entrance in the event you need to move the Beepod, or to close down one or two of the 
three entrance holes for winter. 
 
 

Who	  is	  Beepods.com?	  
 
We are a growing organization dedicated to helping save the bees. We provide education, 
advocacy and innovations to help re-integrate honeybees into our communities. We re-
envisioned an ancient method of beekeeping called a Top Bar Hive (TBH) that is kinder and 
gentler to bees and beekeepers. Our Beepod was created to give the growing urban 
beekeeping movement a choice when deciding to keep bees. It is a safer and easier way for 
beekeeping if honey-production is not one’s primary focus. We manufacture the Beepod and 
several custom products using locally sourced wood, metals, and labor. We partner with 
organizations like the Urban Ecology Center and Boerner Botanical Gardens to host Beepods 
and teach about bees and beekeeping. We are developing curriculum for schools, ecology 
centers and businesses to help expand public awareness. We’re currently partnering with local 
IT talent to make apps and videos for enhancing the experience of beekeeping and creating 
useful data collection for learning best practices.  
 

Beepod	  Siting:	  	  
Contrary to stacked-box hives; your Beepod would bee great on a deck, rooftop, or patio. You 
are not required to site the Beepod next to your garden, because the bees will find it. Consider 
siting it near a big bay window, off the kitchen, near a bedroom window, somewhere you can 
keep an eye on your bees… they're pretty amazing to bee-hold… so enjoy them. Don't put them 
off in the far corners of your yard… that’s where you locate a stacked box hive. (Mostly for 
safety reasons, as there are more displaced bees when working a stacked box hive.) 
 
 1. SiteMap: Draw up a simple diagram of your property, including neighboring 
properties. Highlight sidewalks, walkways, roads, structures, trees, gardens and ponds, pools or 
rivers. Then add doorways, walkways, windows and decks around your house. Pay attention to 
opportunities for viewing from inside the house. Also think about how much (or little) you want 
the public to see. Next draw an arc denoting the sun's path across your property.  
 
 2.	  Flight	  Path: You need to give yourself plenty of room. Always have at least a 3-foot 
space on at least two sides to work the bees— And never stand in front of the entrance to work. 
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Bees will create a flight path to the entrance. It's fun to be able to watch the flight path. If you are 
concerned about pets or children, you can direct the bees to go up by placing a barrier no less 
than 3 feet from the entrance. A shrub or fence will be fine. The bees will learn to go up and 
then out to pollinate. 
 
 3. Workspace: You'll need room to work the bees comfortably. We suggest you 
consider placing your Beepod close enough to a window that you can watch your bees from in 
the house. You might also consider setting up a couple at Adirondack chairs about 8 feet from 
the side of the Beepod and in the morning you can pop off the shutters, lift a bar and grab a 
spoonful of honey, and let the bees put the lid back on, sit back in your chairs, and enjoy a 
morning tea, and see your bees off to work, before you go. 
 
 4. Sunlight: Select a sunny to partly sunny place to site your Beepod. Morning 
sunlight is best for the bees, it gets them warm and off to work early. If you can give them some 
afternoon shade it’s helpful, but not required. Try to position the Beepod entrance to receive 
southern exposure—again, not required, but helpful.  
 
 5. Site	  Rejection: Bees will form a colony in a hollow tree, a house wall or a rock 
cave, so they aren't too particular about location as much as the dwelling space itself. Site 
rejection is the first kind of swarm you can get with your bees. Rejection comes from sites that 
are too damp, windy, shaded or frequented by insects, animals even you (see the Leave-Alone 
Period below) Select a site that’s dry, has adequate ventilation and sunlight. The bees will leave 
from the Beepod if they don't find the conditions in the cradle to their liking. 
 
 6. Ground	  Surface: Site your Beepod on a flat, dry surface. You can place it directly 
on your lawn though it’s best to place the legs on a solid stone surface. Using pavers or bricks, 
place it on a slab or a deck. If you choose to put it on your lawn, you'll need to trim the grass by 
hand underneath and around it. It’s fine to place it on a concrete or even black rubberized 
rooftop so long as you give them a wind break and some shade for a portion of the day 
(preferably afternoon) 
 
 7. Special	  Items: We have Rooftop Tiles for the Beepod to protect it from high wind 
areas (like rooftops in Chicago) and Anchor Footings to secure it into soils. We've also made 
two stands to safely display your bees to children, friends and neighbors. The Tabletop Stand 
sits on any tabletop or the open Beepod, and the Garden Stand has a long swivel-shaft that 
anchors into the turf with a push of your foot, allowing you to display a bar full of bees right next 
to your garden. There's also a Harvest Box that doubles as your winter food bar storage for the 
bees. Hive Inspection and Observation Forms are available to help increase your awareness 
and give helpers a chance to lend support. Don't forget our online tools and community all there 
to help you bee like the bees, cross-pollinate and share information with the hive. Just ask us 
and we'll let you know more. 
 
Beepod	  Setup: 
 
 Final	  Assembly: Your Beepod came partially assembled. You are required to finish 
the work. First unwrap all the parts. Check the Packing List to make sure you have everything. 
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Remove the plastic sheeting protecting the lid and side windows. Next, locate the screws and 
tool required to attach the legs. Follow the instructions on the green packing list to screw on the 
legs. Each leg has silver star-nuts installed on one side. Be sure the side with the silver star-
nuts is always facing out when attaching to the Beepod. Follow more detailed instructions in 
the assembly guide. 
 
 Select	  the	  Primary	  Entrance: There are a series of three entrance holes on each 
side of the Beepod cradle.  Choose the primary entrance, either Center or Side depending on 
where you site the Beepod. Use the plugs to close off the rest of the holes on the three 
entrances you're not using. The entrance stoppers (plugs with handles) reduce or close the 
primary entrance during winter, contain the bees during a pesticide spraying, or while moving 
the Beepod. You can open up more entrance holes as the Beepod grows more full. 
 
 Marking	  the	  Bars: Here’s a tip to help the bees. Take all the bars (32) and fit them 
into the Beepod. Then with a pen or a scratching device, make a scratch or ink line down the top 
of one side of the top bars. You are making a mark to always return the bars in the same 
direction into the Cradle. Bees will draw comb favoring one side of the Beepod (typically the side 
facing the sun). When inspecting the bars, it’s important to return them back in the same 
direction you took them out. 
 
 Create	  Inner	  Chamber: Create a chamber within the cradle big enough for your 
bees to start moderating conditions. Take 12 Top Bars and position them over the chosen 
entrance, then put the Feeder Bar (and the Follower Bar if using center entrance) creating the 
Inner Chamber. Here is where you will add your bees and begin your colony. Once your colony 
is established you will begin adding bars to expand the inner chamber as needed. Set about 6 to 
8 bars off against an end to have ready to add to the inner chamber. Take the remaining bars 
and store them with the rest of your beekeeping supplies in your house or honey shack. 
 

Installing	  the	  Bees:	  
 
 Get	  Bees: Order a 3 lb. package of bees from a bee supplier. Orders are usually taken 
from December through February for Spring Delivery. When the box arrives, you'll want to install 
them as soon as possible. Ideally, installation should occur on a warm sunny midday. If the 
bees arrived on a less than ideal day, you can place them in a cool, dry location for a day or two 
while following the supplier’s instructions. (There are other ways to procure bees and start a 
colony, consult your local beekeeper Association for help.) 
 
 Feeder	  Bar	  Setup: Prepare a sugar-syrup solution and pour it in the Mason Jar 
provided in the feeder bar. We suggest using the best quality natural cane sugars you can find. 
Avoid sugar that has been bleached, colorized, processed, or contains beet sugar or brown 
sugar. The new colony will need a 4:1 sugar to water feedstock to help increase wax 
production as they begin building their wax comb. Once they locate natural nectar outside the 
Beepod, you can change the feedstock to 1:1 or even straight water. 
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 Preparation: For your first experience with bees, it’s best to be over prepared. Bee 
suits, gloves, smokers, and an open workspace will keep you safe and make you confident. Be 
calm, this may seem scary, but it really isn't. The bees would like to find a new home, but even 
more, they'd like to go to the bathroom. When you are ready, place the box of bees next to the 
entrance you selected on the Beepod while you make final preparations. Have a plastic spray 
bottle filled with 1:1 sugar water syrup ready, along with a knife or metal pick to be able to 
remove the cork from the Queen Cage. Also have a mini marshmallow ready to replace the 
cork once you remove it. Now, follow the instructions given to you from the supplier to install 
your package of bees into the inner chamber. 
 
 Package	  Install:  Remove the Lid and both Shutters. Place the Package (Bee 
Box) on the Beepod or a surface close to the Beepod. Lightly spray the bees with the sugar 
syrup to get them preoccupied with cleaning each other. Then, firmly rap the bee box down 
once against the surface, causing the bees to fall to the bottom of the box. Remove the metal 
feeder can and take out the queen cage, while quickly returning the feeder jar to hold back the 
bees. Don't worry if some get out. Next, check on the Queen to make sure she's alive. If not, call 
the bee supplier. More than likely, she's fine, and now you will need to carefully replace the cork 
with the marshmallow.  
 
Secure the queen cage, marshmallow down, to a Top Bar. Place the top bar as the third bar in 
the Inner Chamber. Take out three bars, and in that opening, you will dump your bees. Once 
again rap the bee box and remove the can. This time, flip the box over and begin shaking out 
the bees into the inner chamber. You can tap the sides of the box to help the bees fall out, but 
don't worry about emptying the box. Just make sure a good portion of bees is in the inner 
chamber, then place the box near the entrance and the rest will find their way. Finally, close up 
the inner chamber by reinstalling the three top bars. Use your Feather Glider, Brush, or 
Smoker to usher the bees into the inner chamber and carefully put back the three bars trying 
not to squish any bees. 
 
 Leave-‐Alone	  Period: Now, return the lid and shutters back on the Beepod. The 
bees will form a large bearding at the entrance and begin emitting a scent telling the remaining 
bees where the entrance is. Inside, the bees will crawl to the top of the inner chamber and begin 
measuring and building honeycomb off the wax tipped bars. Others will begin chewing through 
the marshmallow to release their new Queen. The bees prefer to be left alone for two or three 
days before you check to see if the queen has been released. Do not disturb the bees, as you 
risk them rejecting the Beepod as their home.  
 

Basic	  Upkeep	  &	  Operations:	  
 
 Preparation: Always wear light-colored clothing. Gather your tools, protective gear 
and Inspection Binder. Review the previous Hive Inspection Checklist and begin a new one 
and always exercise polite beehavior.  
 
 Observation: As you approach the hive, take note of the activity! Note the traffic 
pattern at the entrances. Use precaution, then open the shutters and take a look inside. Is there 
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any comb attached to the window or sides and agitation from bees on the lid or at the entrance? 
Now open the lid, inspect the inner chamber, and note the level of activity.  
 
 Inspection: Bees typically use Propolis to seal the gaps between Top Bars. Use your 
Hive Tool to gently pry open the Inner Chamber's Feeder Bar from the Top Bars and slide it 
over about 5 inches. Remember to keep maintaining polite behavior. Pry free one bar at a time, 
carefully slide it over and look to see if the Bees are joining arms to form a Bee Chain. Carefully 
lift the bar out to inspect it. The bees will stay on the bar as long as you exercise polite bee-
haviour. Return it back the same direction you removed it, but now slide it over against the 
Feeder Bar. Pry the next bar free and slide it over before lifting. Repeat till you've gone though 
the inner chamber. 
 
Note: Always rest your hands on the sides of the Beeped to anchor them down when sliding 
bars or opening the Inner Chamber. If you keep your hands free from the structure, you'll find 
your actions are magnified and a subtle movement becomes a jerky abrupt action that alarms 
the bees. Practice placing your pinky and ring finger outside the cradle rails while holding the 
top bar with your thumb and two fingers. Notice how much more control you have in subtle 
movements with the bar… this is important as you try to bump your bees down into the inner 
chamber. 
 
 Bar	  Handling: The most important technique to master in Top Bar Hive beekeeping 
is Bar Handling. Since bees form their own wax comb without a wooden frame to control the 
size, the top bar comb is very fragile. Its essential that you learn proper bar handling skills. 
There is a technique flipping a top bar to inspect both sides of honeycomb and bees. Always 
hold the bar so the comb is perpendicular to the ground. Never tilt the bar off center, as it will 
surely break, making both you and the bees unhappy. Note: Often “newbees” think bees are as 
aware as you when things go wrong, but they do not. If a comb breaks and falls to the ground, 
they are more concerned for their surrounding than aware it was you. Keep maintaining polite 
behavior. Watch our instructional video and practice this technique so it becomes second 
nature. It is easier to learn on an empty bar, because trust us, you will not be thinking about bar 
skills when there are 1000 bees in front of you.  
 
 Inspection: Your primary concern is looking for Queen Cells, but secondarily you 
need to see evidence of a viable Queen. That means eggs, larvae and sealed brood. It’s 
understandable to occasionally miss the queen on an inspection. There are a lot of bees, but 
you should be able to find day-old eggs in the brood area or something is not right. We have 
training courses to help identify the types of Queen Cells you my see. There are essentially four 
kinds of swarms.  
 
 Swarms: The first type of swarm is a site 
rejection. Often, the whole colony just leaves for better 
accommodations. The second happens by the queen 
not doing a good job; she's either wounded, old, or not 
fully mated. The bees will take an egg she lays and 
make a new queen to supersede her. The cell they 
make is called a Supercedure Cell and it’s typically on 
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the face of a comb, away from the brood so the queen won't find it. The typical Swarm Cells 
that are often clustered together along the edges of comb are the bees’ way of celebrating their 
filling of the hive (or the mismanagement of the beekeeper). Swarm Cells are in clusters and 
can cause multiple swarms depending on how many queens return mated. The hive is happy to 
send off several colonies, as they've been very successful filling their space. Beekeepers and 
neighbors may not share the joy. The last type is the most troubling to a beekeeper, which is an 
Emergency Cell. If the queen is killed and her eggs are too big to move to a proper queen cell, 
the bees are forced to make a teardrop-shaped cell using the existing cell the larva is in. This 
situation is obviously not ideal, but it’s the only hope the bees have of finding a replacement. If 
all efforts to make a queen fail, the workers begin laying drone cells everywhere. Often times, 
you'll see two eggs in one cell or scattered on the sides, they've given up on their own survival 
and now hope to have their genetics passed to another queen that a drone may find and mate 
with, which makes it a sad time in the hive. 
 
 Harvesting	  Bars: After storing 4 bars of Honey, you can begin harvesting for 
yourself. The general rule is 4 for bees, 2 for me, 1 for bees, 1 for me, etc. Simply break the 
comb off the bar and return it to the inner chamber for the bees to get back to work on. Place 
the harvested comb on cookie sheets and bring it into the house. Honey and wax comb is very 
good for you—so eat it as is. That’s our favorite way. But if you want to pour it in a jar and save 
the wax for another project, and then put the comb in a zip lock bag and crush the honeycomb, 
releasing the honey. You can then hang the bag diagonally and cut a corner. The honey will 
pour out into a jar; just put a sieve on top of the jar to catch the chunks. Top Bar Comb can be 
put in an Extruder if you have one. It likely will not be able to go back to the bees, but you'll get 
the most honey, with little waste using this method. 
 
Adding	  Bars: For the most part, your job is to keep the bees busy. As they go about making 
wax comb from the top bars, you simply give them more work. You expand the inner chamber 
by adding a bar or two as you see the bees building toward the Feeder Bar. The bees will build 
comb to raise brood, eventually they'll start creating comb just as a pantry for pollen and honey. 
As the honey bars expand and fill the cradle, you'll begin harvesting the honey bars and 
replacing them with empty bars. Remember, the first 10 bars go in the Winter Box for the 
bees. The seasons end when the frost chills the flowers. You'll return the bars to the bees for 
their winter food. Any bars beyond the first 10 are for you to enjoy. You do not want to take all of 
their honey bars, so leave them several to be able to access when needed. 
 
 Ventilation: Besides adding and removing bars, the most important thing you do for 
the bees is providing adequate ventilation. Bees keep the queen and brood at a constant 
temperature. They cluster round the queen and the few babies she makes in winter, dislocating 
their wings and "shivering" to create friction and heat. They keep her at 92°F all winter. While 
they work, they're respiring, which makes moisture. Bees are quite capable of keeping the 
proper temperature. Bees do not have towels, so we keep working the Vent Boards all year 
round to get excess moisture out of the hive. In the summer, we remove the vent boards 
entirely, putting them back in if the weather gets bad for a few days. In winter, the vents are 
cracked open just a bit.  
 
 Harvesting	  Propolis: You will find that you can harvest quite a bit of Propolis by 
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scraping the bar vents with the Hive Tool during the summer. As fall approaches, allow the 
bees to keep the Propolis to control their airflow. They'll actually make vents in it, and move 
them round as needed. Propolis can be very sticky or hard as rock candy. It is very valuable for 
its medicinal properties, so ball up that which you collect, and just keep collecting it into a ball 
that you keep outside the inner chamber. Look online for the various ways to use Propolis 
instead of buying some expensive drug. 
 
 Harvesting	  Wax: The wax you have left over from squeezing out the honey can be 
stored in a plastic tub until you get enough to melt or use in a project. Don't worry of its full of 
bee parts and gunk, as it all comes out when you heat it up and strain it to make wax blocks. 
What can you make with wax? Lots of things besides candles… waterproof boots, wood polish, 
metal sealant, lip balms, hand crèmes, hair gel, tinciers and tonics for dozens of maladies, even 
chewing gum. Let your curiosity set a course to the library or internet and you'll bee amazed. 
 

Community	  Apiaries:	  
 
The Urban Apiary Program brings to view, the invisible world of honeybees. Through siting 
Beepod(s) on your premises, bees make visible their important role as principle pollinators of 
your surroundings. We, through this program, provide education, advocacy, access and 
activities to help strengthen your community’s connection to nature. 
 
This program is direct action to strengthen declining honeybee populations while teaching about 
bees and beekeeping. By hosting an apiary on premise, bees can learn to adjust to our fickle 
seasons and local forage, creating colonies that can thrive for years providing “survivor” traits 
from the area/ 
 
What is the Urban Apiary Program? 
We offer this to select local businesses, communities, schools, and organizations who can 
reach an audience of people to help spread the buzz about bees. After an initial purchase of 
equipment, tools, gear, and bees, we provide scheduled maintenance, training, education, and 
advocacy at their location for an annual fee. We are on-call for issues such as weather damage, 
vandalism, swarming, and pest infestation. 
The Annual Fee for a Primary and Secondary beekeeper who will train someone onsite to be a 
“WorkerBee” helping to keep an eye on the Beepods and assisting during inspections and 
harvest. If the WorkerBee desires and engages well, we will train them to become a Primary 
and shadow them on scheduled visits and on-calls. The Secondary is capable of maintaining 
consistency during vacations, health issues, and conflicts. 
 
As part of the Urban Apiary Program, we encourage active participation during our scheduled 
inspections and provide periodic updates, lectures, and activities engaging people in bee-related 
issues. We will work with your organization to staff your events where we can advocate for the 
bees. We can also host bee-related film screenings and lead discussions as interest is shown. 
 
Scheduled Maintenance includes installation of bees, bi-weekly inspections through swarming 
seasons, harvesting of comb for winter storage or consumption, and winter preparation. We 
keep record of inspections using the Hive Inspection Forms. Through regular observation, 
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trends and problems present themselves early, giving us time to prepare and respond. 
 
On-Call or Emergency visits happen in response to both internal and external activity in the 
apiary. Whether it’s damage, disease, infestation, or swarming, we will respond as quickly and 
often as we must to address the issues. 
 
What are the startup and annual costs? It depends on what you want! 
Initial purchase includes a Beepod and one package of bees. We’ve included a spreadsheet 
that itemizes the startup items and details other costs and services. The Annual Fee covers our 
labor costs and a selection of the itemized activities on the spreadsheet. 
 
We’ve listed possible additional costs, including specialized items and replacement bees or 
queens, depending on the conditions. This should cover most everything expected in 
maintaining the apiary. We look forward to bringing this special feature to you to help spread the 
buzz. 
 

Upgrades	  
There are many upgrades available to make your Beepod even better. They can be purchased 
at any time and have to be hand-installed by you. 
 
 Snaps Upgrade: This upgrade produces a more durable snap that will not rot, which 
elongates the life of the snaps that hold the lid in place. 
 
 Magnets Upgrade: Upgrades the strength and durability of the magnets that hold on the 
shutter for easier control of the viewing area to watch the bees.  
 
 Endcaps Upgrade: Instead of having endcaps that snap on, these have universal 
screws that allow for tighter seals and are easier to replace. 
 
 Lid Lock Upgrade: Completely locks the hive instead of the lid popping into place. By 
locking, it makes the hive safer in terms of theft and tampering, as you are the only person who 
can get into the hive. 
 
 Shutters Upgrade: Snap shutters are converted to magnetic shutters for better 
attaching. 
 
 Ant Moat Upgrade: These plastic containers are attached at the bottom of each of the 
four legs to prevent insects from climbing up on the hive. The insects are trapped in the water, 
so they will not have an impact on the bees at all. 
 
 Anchor Upgrade: Allows the Beepod to stay in place by anchoring into the ground 
easily. This keeps the hive safe during inclement weather and makes the hive more difficult to 
steal or tamper with. 
 
 Balancing Upgrade: This is a board that can be placed under the hive to keep the hive 
flat on uneven surfaces. 
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System	  Items	  
The following items are also sold by Beepods that makes 
your life as a beekeeper even easier. Some of them are 
included with the purchase of a Beepod while others are 
sold separately. 
 
 Harvest Box: The harvest box is like a miniature 
Beepod, but it has multiple uses. It can be used to grow a 
new queen bee to start another hive, store honey from the 
Beepod, catch swarms, and transport bees to another 
hive. 
 Bar Stand: The bar stand holds one of the top bars with honeycomb on it as a way to 
display the honeycomb and bees to a group of people easily. The bar stand is also versatile, as 
it can have many attachments to be placed in four different locations. 
 Feather Glide: This turkey feather has the right amount of bristles to move bees around 
the hive without upsetting them by being too harsh on them. 
 Inspection Kit: The inspection kit includes an important form with all of the vital 
information to check on when looking at your Beepod. By filling out the forms, you will know 
when something is going wrong in your hive. 
 Hive tool: This exclusive tool makes your job easier as a beekeeper by allowing you to 
easily scrape residue off of the hive and remove residue from between bars, so you can easily 
inspect the inner chamber. 
 Y-wrench: This multipurpose tool can change sizes to screw in any of the hardware 
necessary to assembling the Beepod.  
 Educational Packet: By learning more about bees and beekeeping, you can become a 
better hive owner and help maintain a healthy life for your bees. The packet, made by bee 
expert Charlie Koenen, will cover a wide range of topics that will leave you wanting to learn 
more. 


